June 2011 BY THE GLASS Sizes

The innovative BY THE GLASS wine dispenser allows you to
raise the quality and selection of your wines served. See your
clients rewarded with an increase in service and selection;
see your business rewarded with increased clientele and
turnover. All dispensers come with refrigeration and
adjustable climate zones.

By The Glass Wine Dispenser – 6
Dimension mm: 610H x 1130W x 340D
Dimensions inches: 24 ½”H x 44 ½”W x 13 ½”D
Capacity : 6 bottle pour with total storage of 12 bottles
Black 8 bottle

By The Glass Wine Dispenser – 8
Dimension mm: 610H x 1330W x 340D
Dimensions inches: 24 ½”H x 52 ½”W x 13 ½”D
Capacity : 8 bottle pour with total storage of 16 bottles

By The Glass Wine Dispenser – 10
Side view

Dimension mm: 610H x 1530W x 340D
Dimensions inches: 24 ½”H x 60 ¼”W x 13 ½”D
Capacity : 10 bottle pour with total storage of 20 bottles

By The Glass Wine Dispenser – 12
Stainless 16 bottle

Dimension mm: 610H x 1730W x 340D
Dimensions inches: 24 ½”H x 68 ¼”W x 13 ½”D
Capacity : 12 bottle pour with total storage of 24 bottles

By The Glass Wine Dispenser – 14
Dimension mm: 610H x 1930W x 340D
Dimensions inches: 24 ½”H x 76”W x 13 ½”D
Capacity : 14 bottle pour with total storage of 28 bottles

Base
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By The Glass Wine Dispenser – 16
Dimension mm: 610H x 2180W x 340D
Dimensions inches: 24 ½”H x 86”W x 13 ½”D
Capacity : 16 bottle pour with total storage of 32 bottles

Dispenser

Options:
Black, red, white or choice of RAL color: $1065.00
Add glass back wall: $1290.00
Add lock on sliding doors: $77.95
Debit System/Card reader available. Please call for
quotation.
Add split cooling engine: 1555.00
Black dispenser

Controls
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What makes BY THE GLASS SUPERIOR to other popular DISPENSING SYSTEMS on
the market today:
•

Flexible Climate Zones (patented)
The partition wall for all dispensers with 8 bottles or more can be moved to the left or right
easily to change the ratio between the number of red and white wines.

•

Capacity for 2 Bottles per Position
Behind the bottle in use is enough space to place the next bottle. When it’s busy and a
bottle runs empty, the next bottle is at hand at the proper temperature. Staff does not
have to seek a new bottle and no additional wine cabinet is needed to pre-cool the
next bottle.

•

Excellent Cooling Capacity
This is the point where other dispensing systems struggle. There are two zones which can
be moved to accommodate your selection of whites and reds by the glass. You also
have the option to cool all whites or serve all reds. The unit is the most flexible on the
market today and works with both your summer and winter menus. The cold section
cools between 4C-20C and the warm section holds between 15C-25C.

•

Optional: Separate Cooling Engine
The cooling engine can be separated from the wine dispenser and can be set apart
from the wine cabinet. The advantages are threefold: (1) less space needed, (2) no
sound behind the bar and (3) no warm air behind the bar. In some cases it is possible to
attach the dispenser to existing cooling engines or add your own compressor and
condenser.

•

Optional: Different Materials and Colours
The Stainless model is available in many different RAL colours (e.g. the “Black Edition!”
which has been extremely popular). We can quote on wooden panels which are made
of oak and are also available in different colours. There is a wine dispenser for every
interior!

